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In vanadates and potassium dichomate the triplet Iekels have been observed by luminescence meztsurements The ener- 
gy level schemes are in good agreement with each other and with ulcuhted results. 

A considerable amount of experimental and theo- 
retical work has been performed to determine the 

electronic energy level diagram of tetrahedral closed- 
shell tetroxo-tr.msition-metal complexes. A recent 
survey 113s been given by Ronde [ I] _ The outstanding 

exunple in this group of cornpIehes is the hinO; ion. 

but many isoelectronic complexes exist_ It is generally 
agreed that the four lowest excited levels should be 
1T2>1TL>3T1=3 T1 [2] _ Up till now the triplet 
levels have not been observed unambigrously in 

absorption due to their low absorption strength md 
broad-band character. A study of the emission and 
excitation spectra of luminescence would be a con- 
siderably more sensitive technique. Unfortunately 
no luminescence 11~s been reported for the hIn0~ 
group. 

A study of the luminescence of the wmadate 

group (VOi-) 113s given strong evidence tlw the 
level sequence is ‘T, > ‘T, > ‘T2 > ?fl and that 
the emission originates from t!le triplet IeveIs [3] _ 
The energy difference bktween the singlet levels 
was found to be 4000 cm-l, th3t between the triplet 
lebels ~3s estimsted to be a few hundred wavenumbers. 

Recently potassium dicllromate (K2Cr20,) has 
been shown to luminesce below 30 K [4] _ Its emission, 
absorption and excitation spectra were reported. but 
no discussion of the origin of the energy level scheme 
was given. it is the purpose of this letter to compare 
t!ie results and the interpretation of the esperimentril 
work on the VOi- and the Cr,O;- group snd the 
c3lcuIated results in the lite&re. 

An approximstion we are forced to make is that 
we interpret the observed spectra of the Cr,O+- 

group using the energy level structure of the trerrs- 
lledral CrOz- group. This. however, 113s been done 
by seceral authors and seems to work [S] _ Frciberg 

snd Rebsne [4] report three absorption and exit&ion 

bands for the dichromate group. Their electror.ic 
origin (zero-phonon line) at 4.2 K is reported at 
563.5 nm (an extremely \kesk band system with 
h == 0.1 cm-‘), 550.3 nm (roughly 50 times more 
intense)_ 535.0 mn (3gain considerably more intense). 
From the literature data [5,6] the origin of the strong 
sbsorption band in the blue is estimated to be tt about 
430 nm. Luminescence ~3s observed from the level - 
with the 563.5 nm zero-phonon line, but also from 
th3t with the 535.0 nni zero-plionon liue. 

Following the rtssignment for the vanadnte c3se we 
come to the fcllowing proposal: 563 5 nm (3T1). 
550.3 nm (3T2). 535.0 mn (lT1). -GO mn (IT?)_ This 
assignment is in accordance with the intensities ob- 
served_ Note that the energy difference between t!ie 
singlets (&bout 4500 cm-‘) agrees very well with that 
reported for the vacadate group and x%iith the value 
calculrtted by Ziegler et 31. (about 4000 ~111~') [?] _ 

Also the energ>- difference between the triplers (some 
300 cm-l) agrees with that observed for the vxladste 
group. In agreement with prediction it is much smaller 
than for the singlets [I?]. 

Ziegler et 31. [S] lirive crtlculated the averaged 
position of the singlets and the triplets. Their energy 
difference for the CrO,$- group was found to be 
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2100 cm-i _ From the experimenta data we fiid for 
this difference about 3000 cm-l _ This is considered 
to be a reasonable zxgreement, The present rest&s 
suggest that Iuminescence from the CrOi- group 
shouId be observabie in a suitable host lattice. Mea- 
surements on such a system will add considerably to 
our experimental knowledge of the triplet levek 
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